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Abstract. Infinite objects are often represented by words which may be of infinite length. Fur 
example the real numbers are given by possibly infinite decimal fractions. 
Starting from such a coding c: C + S we show how to actually compute with infinite objects 
belonging to the set S. 
We further introduce the topology TOP(c) induced by c and prove that every computable 
function is continuous. For T&topologies TOP(c) we give a sufficient criteria for the coding c, 
which imply the computability of the minimal (with respect o TOP(c)) solution of any fixpoint 
equation. 
To compute the result of the composition of functions and to solve fixpoint equations, we use a 
special kind of network of parallel processes built up in a modular way. 
1. Introductiou 
Already Brouwer [2] studied in a general way the computability on the real 
numbers and other uncountable sets. He remarked that there is no general method to 
decide whether two real numbers are equal or not and that every “constructive” 
function on real numbers is continuous. 
The notion of constructivity in the work of Brouwer may seem rather informal and 
in current literature the authors are more precise (R in [7], [S, p. 3711; 2” in [8, p 
146-1471, [ll]; A” in [3], etc.). 
Our paper is based on the postulate that computations on any set of data S can be 
described with computations on WORDS(A) (= the set of all finite and infinite 
words over a finite alphabet A). The representations of the real numbers by signed 
digit numbers (Section 2.1) and of the sets of natural numbers by sequences of their 
elements (Section 2.2) are the two main examples. In contrast to the familiar 
computations with finite objects like integers, rational numbers, etc., also the result 
of never terminating computations may be meaningful. 
In Section 3 we define the “approximatively” computable functions with respect o 
an arbitrary coding c : C + S (where C is some subset of WORDS(A)) of a domain S. 
We prove that every such function is continuous with respect to the topology 
TOP(c) induced on S by c (Section 4). 
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In Section 5 we study networks of parallel processes, which may be applied for 
parallel computations of terms like 
(h + r2) l h -- r2j2, 
of fixpoints, like 
r = 1.3245678 + r1 
of infinite expressions, like 
rl, r2 E R 
r2, rl, r E R 
Xu{2~x:x~X}u{4~x:x~X}u . . . . XEN 
or recursively defined functions, like 
f(x)=xu{2*x:xcf(X)}, XcN,f:N+N. 
Remark 1 (concerning the notation). (1) Constants and variables may be built up 
from several etters and digits, e.g. TOP, WORDS, rl, r2, f 1. 
(2) Instead of indexposition used for example in the term bi, we also use the 
notation b [i]. 
2. Examples 
The two following examples serve to 
computation methods for infinite objects. 
illustrate the concepts of approximate 
2.1. The addition of two infinite signed digit number representations 
In order to compute with real numbers it turns out to be very convenient o use 
signed digits (for example digits between -9 and 9 instead of digits between 0 and 9) 
PI . . 
3_4._75... +3 l lO+(-4)+(-7)’ lo-‘+5 l 10-2+@ l l , 
i.e. 
b, l l l b,, l b-v1 b_2 l . 9 + C bi l 10’. 
In this section we describe a machine which reads from left to right two decimal 
representations from two input tapes and prints a decimal representation of the sum 
on an output tape (Fig. l), see for an example of a computation sequence Table 1. 
Description of the machine p. In order to simplify our presentation we omit 
decimal point. 
the 
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Fig. 1. A machine which adds 0.5 -3 -2 . n . with 0.6 -6 -2 l l 9 . 
AlphabetA: -9, -8, . . . ,8,9 
States S: -8, -7,. . . ,7,8 
Initial state 0 E S 
Algorithm. 
Case (a). If two symbols a and b are available on the two input tapes and s is the 
state of the machine, then 
(a-1) 
’ 1, if6sa+b, 
U := 
i 
0, if-Na+bG, 
-1, if a+bs -6, 
i:=a-tb-10 l u, 
(a.2) p prints s + u on the output tape, 
(a.3) p moves the two reading heads one position to the right side, 
(a.4) p changes the state s := i and returns to the start. 
Case (b). Otherwise the machine p waits until two symbols on the two input tapes 
are available. 
Table 1 
An example of a computation sequence 
OUT(i) 
output at 
SteQ j 
EMPTY 
1 
1 3 
. . . 
1 3 
1 3.4 
1 3.4 5 
. . . 
INP(l, i) IW2, il 
first input second input 
State at step j at step j
--% Y-L 
0 0~27 -8 CD*1 
3 9.a7 -8 430 
3 9.2a -8 4a 10 
. . . . . . . . . wait! 
3 9 l 2 8 -8 -3 4.10 -2 
6 9-27 @J -3 4*19 @ 
0 9.2 7 -8 @ 4-19 -20 
. . . . . . . . . wait! 
-I__ -.I_ 
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Remark 2. (a) It is well known that for the standard decimal representation with 
digits between 0 and 9 no such machine exists (e.g. [13, Chapter 1.2]). 
(b) The decimal representations on the input tapes may be incomplete at the start 
of the computation and extended later on. 
(c) If the limits of the input-strings 
~$11 = lim INP(l, j) and w[2] - lim INP(2, i) 
+a, j-+c0 
are signed digit number epresentations of rl and r2, then the resulting output-strings 
w[3 3 = limi-ao BUT(j) is a signed digit number representation of the sum rl + r2. 
2.2 The &on of two sets of natural numbers 
The simplest way to describe a set of natural number is to enumerate its elements: 
lOleOe3e45e*** -*{101,0,3,45 ,... }, 
i.e. 
611, 1 J - - - bCLn11Jle b El1 
I 
411 . . . 3 C b[l, k ] m 10”r”-k, ;!I b[2, k] . 10nr2’-‘, . . .]. 
k=l 
Description of a machine which computes the union. 
Alphabet A: e, 0, 1,2, . . . ,9. 
The machine has two input tapes and one output tape. 
Algorirhm. 
(1) 1. i :r 
(2) Case (a) If a symbol is available at the tape i, the machine reads this symbol 
(SYM+) and puts h := i, i := 1 + (2 -i). 
Case (b) If no symbol is available at the tape i and if one symbol is available at 
the other tape 1+(2-i), the machine reads this symbol (SYMc-) and puts 
h := 1+(2-i). 
Case (c) Otherwise the machine waits. 
(3) If SYM = e, th e machine copies the decimal representation that stands before 
the symbol e on the tape h onto the output tape. 
(4) The machine continues at point (2). 
We may say that the machine simply copies the datas from the two inputs onto the 
output (see Table 2 for an example). 
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Table 2 
An example of a computation sequence 
OWj) 
output at 
step j
MP(l, j) INPG j) 
first input second input 
i at step j at step j
EMPTY 
EMPTY 
EMPTY 
EMPTY 
EMPTY 
92e 
92e 
. . . 
92e 
92e41e 
92eQle8e 
92e41e8e 
. . . 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
. . * 
2 
1 
2 
1 
. . . 
9ae 8 
9208 
9208 
92e@ 
92e80 
. . . 
92e8@ 
92e8@ 
92e8eO 
92e8eO 
. . . 
40 
4Q 
4 10 
410 * -J 
several 
steps 
4 10 wait! 
. . . 
4102 
4 1 e@ 2 
several steps 
41eQI several steps 
41e20 2 wait! 
. . . 
Remark 3. In contrast to the example of Section 2.1 the resulting representation 
depends on the way the input inscriptions are extended during the computation. 
3. Approximatively computable hmctions 
In the present section we will describe the class of approximatively computable 
functions generalizing from the examples of the previous section. 
3.1. R[p] the approximatively computed input-output relation 
We consider the set 
WORDS(A) = the set of all finite and infinite strings over a finite 
alphabet A 
and machines p which read strings w[l], . . . , w[K]E WORDS(A) from the input 
tapes and write step by step a string w [K + l] on the output tape. 
Usually the input strings are extended uring the computation (for example by one 
or more machine operators or some other machines). 
Not&ion. For a snapshot just before the i + 1 th computation step of a computation 
sequence s (compare with Fig. 2): 
INP(s, & i): The total input-string at the tape i before the step i + 1; 
INPl(s, i, j): The initial segment of the input string at the tape i which has been 
read (therefore INPl(s, i, j) c INP(s, i, j)); 
OUT(s, i): Output string so far produced; 
bTATE(s, i): “state” of the machine p. 
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wlK l 11 
ii INP(s,l, j) 1~ 
1 eq lNPl(s,l, j) 
P I - 
I 
wtK1 
Fip, 2. A snapshot of a computation sequence s of a machine p with K input tapes and one output tape at 
the time i. 
For the machines p considered in this paper the following properties hold: 
Property 1. (i) For each set of increasing sequences {w [i, j]}j there exist exactly one 
computation sequence s with INP(s, i, j) = w[i, j]. 
(ii) 
#EN: 
If sl, s2 are two computation sequences for the same machine p, then, for all 
‘STATE(s1, n) = STATE(s2, n) 
INPl(sl,i,n)=INPl(s2,i,n) for1sWK 
4 INP(s1, i, n) extends INPl(s1, i, n) exactly when 
INP(s2, i, n) extends INPl(s2, i, n) for 1~ i c K 
,OUT(sl, n) = OUT(s2, n) 
I 
STATE(s1, n + 1) = STATE(s2, n + 1) 
3 OUT(sl,n+l)=OUT(s2,n+l) 
I LENGTH (INPl(s1, i, n + 1)) = LENGTH(INPl(s2, i, n*+ 1)) for 1s i <K. 
In words: A computation step is uniquely determined by the state of the machine, 
the segments read from the input, the fact whether further input symbols are 
available or not and the output string so far produced. 
(iii) For each computation sequence s: 
(a) the sequences {INP(s, i, j)}i, {INPl(s, i, j)}i and {OUT(s, j)}i are increas- 
ing and the limits limj-,m INP(s, i, j) and lirnida OUT(s, j) exist; 
(b) OUT(s, 0) = EMPTY. 
Every proof and also every construction (like those of Section 5.2) could be 
performed, if we would consider Turing machines p which satisfy Property l(i), (ii) 
and (iii). But in this paper the machines will be described in an informal way without 
tiresome coding. 
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Definition 1. Every machine p defines an input-output-relation R[p] c 
WORDS(A)K x WORDS(A) defined by: 
R[pl(w[ll, . . .v w[K + 11) e there exists a computation sequence s for p 
such that 
w[i] = lim INP(s, i, j), 1 G i-s K - - 
j3a3 
w[K + 1] = lim OUT& 1) 
j+a0 
3.2 Coding functions and approximatively computable functions 
Definition 2. c is a coding function of a set of objects S, iff c is a surjective mapping 
from a set of codes C c WORDS(A) onto S (c: C + S). 
Definition 3. A partial function f: Sh +S is approximatively computable (by a 
machine p) with respect o a coding function c: C + S, iff 
(i) for all codes ( w [ 11, . . . , w[K])E CK for which f(c(w[l]), . . . , c(w[K])) is 
defined, any string w[K + l] with R[p]( w[l], . , . , w[K + 11) is a code of 
fk601h l l l 9 dwcm. 
(ii) for all (w[l], . . . , w[K])e WORDS(AjK with (w[l], . . . , w[K])& CK or 
((w[l], . . . , w[K])E CK and f(c(w[l]), . “. , c(w[K])j undefined: R[p] 
<wPl,. l l 9 w[K + 11) implies w[K + l] g C. 
Remark 4. The above definition may be generalized for many-sorted functions 
f:SIXm l l X SK + SK+1 and corresponding coding functions ci: Ci +.Si (1 G i G K -I- 
1). 
Examples. (1) The addition of real numbers (Section 2.1) - in fact all constructive 
functions (in the intuitionistic sense) - are approximately computable with respect o 
the signed digit representation. 
(2) The union of two sets of natural numbers (Section 2.2) and all other comput- 
able functions in the sense of Rogers [8, p. 1461-1471 and Scott [9] are approxima- 
tively computable with respect o the representation of sets by enumerations of their 
elements. 
(3) If the natural numbers are given by decimal representations terminated with 
an end symbol, for example 7 17 le, ever-y partial recursive function is approxima- 
tively computable. 
Remark however, that we can build a machine p, which: 
(a) reads the natural number n, 
(b) prints the output le, 
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(c) then tries to compute q,(n), where cpo, cpl, ~2,. . . is an enumeration of the 
partial recursive functions, 
(d) If q,(n) is defined, p extends the output to le88, which is not a valid code of 
a natural number, 
(e) If q”(n) is undefined, the output will remain le. 
For the function f approximatively computed by p holds 
f0 { 
1, 
n = 
if qn (n) is undefined, 
undefined, if qn (n) is defined. 
Therefore f is not identical with a Qi and consequently f is not partial recursive. 
Such a situation can be avoided if words like le88, . . . ,7 17 le34 . . . , etc. are also 
valid codes and equivalent o le, 717 le, etc. 
(4) If we consider a programming language for partial functions f: N + N and allow 
also programs of infinite length, we get a notion of approximatively computable 
operators. 
& The continaity of approximatively computable functions 
Scott postulated [9] that every computable function looked at in the right way is 
continuous. 
We verify this here by showing that every codink function c: C + S induces a 
topology TOP(c) so that every total approximatively computable function is 
continuous with respect o TOP(c). 
4.1. The topologies TOP(c) and TOP(c, k) 
Informaly we may say, thiat if two codes w 1, w 2 E C have initial segments which 
correspond to a large extent, then c(w 1) is “near” c( ~2). 
For example the real number 0.333333456.  . is “near” the real number 
0.333333422.. . 
Defilrition 4. The coding function c induces a topology in S with the following class of 
open sets: 
TOP(~)={U~S:V~EC(~(~)EU+~~~LENGTH(~)Y~’EC 
(INITSEGM( w, h) c w ’ + c (w’) E U))} 
Notation. LENGTH(w) is the length of the string w. INITSEGM(w, h) is the 
initial segment of the string w of length h. w 1 c w2@ w 1 is an initial segment 
of w2. 
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Definition 5. The induced topology in Sk is defined by 
TOP(c, k): ={U sSk: V(w[l], . . . 7 w[k])E Ck 
uc(w[m l l 9 9 c(w[k]))e U+h[l], . . . , h[k])EN” 
(Vi(l si s k + h[j]< LENGTH(w[j])) 
A W(w’[l], . . . , w’[k])E Ck 
(W~(lbj~k+INITSEGM(w, h[j])c wF[j]) 
+Mw’[~l), . ..9 4w’WlN~ WI 
Conclusion 1. The author could not prove that TOP(c, k) is the product topology of 
TOP(c), but it is easy to show that: 
TOP(c, k) is equal or finer than the product topology of TOP(c). 
4.2. The continuity theorem 
Theorem 1. Every total function f: Sk + S which is approximatively computable 
respect o a coding function c: C + S is continuous with respect o TQP(c, k) 
TOP(c). 
with 
and 
The theorem is rather evident. If two codes w 1 and w 2 have a large identical initial 
segment, here exist computation sequences for w 1 and w 2 and therefore also output 
strings, which are identical for a large initial segment. 
A more formal proof is presented in Section 6. 
Examples. (1) If the signed digit number representation isused, the topology in R is 
just the standard topology and we can deduce the well known fact, that every 
computable function on R is continuous. 
(2) If we use the standard decimal representation, we get the standard topology 
too. But if representations with an infinite sequence of 9’s or O’s (for example: 
2=2.0000-*~ =1.999-•* 
Y / 
i forbidden 
allowed 
are forbidden, the topology will be finer than the standard topology. 
Remark 5. The above definitions and the theorem can easily be generalized to 
manysorted functions. 
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Corollary 1. If there exists an algorithm, which decides whether 
c(w1)=c(w2) or c(wl)#c(w2) 
for arbitrary w 1, w2 E C, the topology TOP(c) is discrete and the set S is countable. 
Consequently, the executability of flowcharts for a data structure like 
R _c= (R; 6, +A -r-1,0,1) 
is really hypothetical and unrealistic (see [4, p. 791). 
One way out is the introduction of intensional decision procedures, where the 
results may depend on the string representing the object (see [ 12, Chapter 21 or [ 13, 
Section 1.!5.3]). 
4.3. To-topology and the monotonicity theorem 
DdMtion6. An element s E S approximates t E S with respect o a coding function c 
(notation: s s t) exactly if: whenever s E U and U E TOP(c), then t E U. 
As stated by Scott [lo, Chapter 21 the relation < is reflexive and transitive. < is 
antisymmetric txactly if TOP(c) is a To-topology. 
Definition 7. TOP(c) is a To-topology when 
s#t~3UETOP(c)((s~UAt~U)v(s~UAt~U)). 
Corollary. If TOP(c) is a To-topology, then 4 is a partial order in S. 
Theorem 2. For every total function f: SK + S which is continuous with respect to 
TOP(c, k) and TOP(c) (and therefore for every total function which is approximatively 
computable with respect to c) 
(s Cl], l l l 9 s[k]) s (s’[l], . . . , s’[k]) 
implies 
f(sCU l ’ l 3 sCkWfb’C11,. . .p 431) 
where (sil], . . . , sC_k]) c (s’[ 11, . . . , s’[k]) is defined in analogy to Definition 6. 
Example. With respect to the representation of sets of natural numbers used in 
Section 2.2 the sets U = {X E N 1 {il, . . . , in}EX} form a base of open sets, and 
XI s X2 exactly when X1 c X2. 
We can therefore deduce the well known fact, that every computable function on 
is monotone (see [El]). 
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5. Networks of parallel processes 
If the strings on the input tapes are produced by some (other) machines, we speak 
of a network of parallel processes. 
5.1. Composition of machines 
X1.1. A simple case 
In Fig. 3 Tape 1 is the input tape. Tape 2 and 3 are initialized with the empty word. 
During a computation the machine p 1 prints the output symbols on the input ta,pe of 
p2, and p2 prints the output on the tape 3. 
If we consider the composition of the two machines p 1 and p2 as a new machine ~3 
the following property must hold: 
Property 2. 
R[p3](wl, w3)4w2(R[pl](wl, w2)~ R[p2](w2, ~3)) 
(R[ p] has been defined in Section 3.1). 
Property 2 holds, if the machines pl and p2 computes synchronously at the same 
velocity. 
Definition 8. s3 is a computation sequence for p3 iff there exist computation 
sequences l for pl and s2 for p2 so that 
INP(s3,l,j) = INP(s1, 1, j), 
INPl(s3,1, j) = INPl(s1, 1, j), 
STATE(s3, j) = (STATE(s1, j), STATE(s2, j), INPl(s2,1, j), 
IWs2,L j)), 
OUT(s3, j) = OUT(s2, j), 
INP(s2,1, j) = OUT(s1, j). 
Fig. 3. The serial composition of two machines pl and p2 yields a new machine p3. 
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IIowever, any other computation strategy will work, if it makes sure that: 
Property 3a (1) p 1 works (i.e. performs computation steps), as soon as all printed 
symbols have been read by ~2. 
(2) p2 works, as soon as enough information on the input tape is available in order 
to continue computation. 
For arbitrary coding functions c (Definition 2) Property 2 implies: 
Concbsion 2. If p 1 (respectively ~2) computes the function fl (respectively f2): S + 
S approximately with respect o c, then the compound machine p3 computes the 
composition As. f2 (fl (s)) approximatively. 
5.1.2. A more complex case 
Conclusion 2 holds for arbitrary compositions of machines without cycles, for 
example: 
If c is the signed digit number representation of the reals and if p+, p-, p* are 
machines, which compute +, -, * approximatively with respect to c, then the 
network of Fig. 4 computes (c(wl)+c(w2)) l (c(wl)-c(w~))~ approximatively in 
a parallel manner (see also [ 13, Chapter 1 S]). 
The computation rate of the resulting digits is determined by the rate of the slowest 
process (in this case the multiplications process). 
5.2. Netwmks with cycles 
5.2.1. A special case 
In Fig. 5 the second input tape is initialized with the empty word. During the 
computation the machine pl writes its output symbols on the second input tape. 
Fig. 4. A network computing (c(wl)+c(w2)) 9 (c(wl)-41.~2))“. 
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Tape1 Lr 
A 
(_ _I+ 
Tape21w2 
Fig. 5. A machine which uses the output as one of the inputs. 
The above configuration can be considered as a new machine p2 with the following 
properties: 
Property 4. 
R[p2](wl, w2j+ R[pl](wl, w2, w2) 
and for every computation sequence s2 of p2 
OUT(s2, n) is smaller than OUT(s2, n + 1) + 
+3w3 (R[pl](wl,OUT(s2,n), w3)1\OUT(s2,n+l)~ ~3). 
c 
Using the relation of approximation < (Section 4.3), we get 
Theorem 3, If p 1 computes f: S* + S approximatively with respect to c : C + S and w 1, 
w2, EC are such that R[p2](wl, w2), then c(w2) is Q minimal fixpobt of As. 
f (c( w l), s) with respect to G, that is 
(i) c(w2) = f(c(wl), c(w2)) and 
(ii)Vs(s==f(c(wl),s)+c(w2)Gs). 
Theorem 4 (supplement to Theorem 3). If TOP(c) is a To-topology, 
As l f(c(wl), s) has at most one minimal fixpoint. 
An application of Theorems 3 and 4. Suppose that c is the representation of the real 
numbers with signed digit numbers and that themmachine pl computes the function 
f(x, y)= 1.3245678+x l y* for llxll G 10m4 and Ily - 111 c 1 
approximatively with respect o c. 
If for some code wl of a 3 real number x, the computation of Fig. 5 yields a 
code w2 of a real number, we can conclude that y = c( w 2) is the unique solution of 
the equation y = 1.3245678 +x 9 y* for Ily - 111 G 1 (for details see [ 13 Chapter 
1.6.21). 
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c(w1) = x 
I 
Q I Pl 
c(w211= y 
Fig. 6. Solving the equation y = 1.3245678 +x - y* (the output of pl, which computes 1.3245678 + 
x - y*, serves as input y). 
In fact, networks with cycles turn out to be very efficient for fixpoint computation 
of many real functions. 
In the example above the computation rate of the digits of the fixpoint equals the 
rate of the process pl computing fi 
“eorem 5. If c: C + S is a coding function with 
(1) TOP(c) is a To-topology, 
(2) VW E CVk G LENGTH(w) (INITSEGM(w, k) E C), 
(3) for every increasing sequence w[ 1] C_ w 123 c l l 9 with w [i] E C also the limit 
lh iem w[il E c 
(4) pl computes the total function f : S2 + S approximately with respect to c, then for 
every w 1 E C the equation s = f (c (w 1), s) has exactly one minimal solution, namely 
c(w2) for some w2 with R[p2] (wl, ~2). 
Theorem 6 (supplement to Theorem 5). The new machinz p2 computes the function 
As 1 l 44~2 l f(s1, s2) approximately with respect to c, where r_cs2 l f (sl, s2) denotes the 
minimal fixpoint of As2 l f(s1, ~2). 
An application of Theorem !?. If we represent he sets of natural numbers as in Section 
2.2, the coding function c can be easily extended in such a way that the assumptions 
of Theorem 5 are valid. In 2N we can therefore always compute the minimal fixpoint 
of an approximatively computable function. 
A simple example is the definition of the odd numbers as the minimal solution of 
Extension of coding functions, If a coding function c: C + S does not satisfy the 
assumptions l-3 of Theorem 5 or if the considered functions are not total, it is often 
very convenient o extend c to cE: CE + SE. The familiar examples are the extensions 
of the set of natural numbers. 
(a) For the CPO 
W: 0 1 2 3 l ’ l 
\I I/ 
tmdefined 
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it is easy to find a coding c satisfying the assumptions l-3 of Theorem 5. 
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(b) The lattice 
overdefined 
I/ // 
N J-*‘B: 0 1 2 3 . . . 
allows to extend the function ‘or’ to a total function, namely, 
Oi(X,y)= y, if y&q 
1 
1 
I X, if x 3 y, 
I T, if i,jENandifj. 
The author was not able to give such an extension for the signed digit number 
representation of the real numbers. But for appropriate representations with cuts it is 
easy to embed R in 2N (see [13, Section 3.3.21). 
52.2. The general case 
Property 4 and Theorems 3-6 can be easy generalized to networks with several 
machines and several cycles. 
5.3. Infinite networks 
5.3.1. An example 
If we want to compute an infinite union of sets of natural numbers like 
we may use an unlimit.ed amount of similar processors, In this case we simultaneously 
construct he network and compute the inscription on the tapes. 
For the example above we need an unlimited amount of machines MU for the 
union of two sets and an unlimited amount of machines A&.x, which computes 
AX l (2 l x:x E X}. With these two kinds of machines we build the network of Fig. 7. 
will = input 
M2*x M2.X I’ 
wt31 WC51 
& 
J 
4J % MU ‘\ 
wf41 \ 1 WC61 
Fig. 7. A net work 
wf21=output 
com~utingtheinfiniteunionXu{2.x:xEX}u{4.x:xE~:)u{8~x:xEX}..*. 
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The tapes Output, Tape 3, Tape 4, . . . are all initialized with the empty word. 
If p is the composite machine then the following properties must hold: 
PlropertyS. REpI( w[23)~3~[3]3~[4]~~~sothat 
(a) hWLLl(wC2 l i - 11, w[2 l i + l]), 
(b) R[MJ(w[2i- 11, w[2i+2], w[2 l i]) for i 2 1, 
(e) for all i a 1, for all i ~I$NGTII( w[2i]) exists n E N, ~‘[ai], &[2i + 21, 
&‘[2i+4]= l 9 w’[Zi + 2n3 with 
R[MJ(w’[2i + 212 - 11, EMPTY, w’[2i + 2121) 
R[MJ(w’[2*k--1],w’[2*k+2],wv[2*k]) forisk<i+n 
and WTSEGM (w[2i], j) G w’ [2i]. 
A computation strategy will satisfy Property 5, if it assures that: 
Ptopezty 6. (1) every machine is constructed at a finite time, 
(2) every constructed machine works (performs computation steps), as soon as all 
printed symbols have been read by some other machine and enough information on 
the input tapes is available in order to continue computation. 
Theorem 7. If w[ 11, w[2] are the limits of the inscriptions on tapes 1 and 2, 
c :WORDS(A) --) 2N is he coding function considered in Section 2.2 and w [ l] E C, 
then w[2]~ C and s = c( w[2]) is the minimal set with the following properties: There 
exist sets s[3], s[4], s[S], . . . with 
(1) s[3]={2 l x:x E c(w[l])}, 
(2) s[2i+1]={2 l x:xEs[2i-1)) for 2<i, 
(3) s =c(w[l]jus[4], 
(4) s[2i]=s[2i-l]us[2i+2] for 2Gi. , 
X3.2. Other examples 
Zhe sieve of Erastosthenes. The network of Fig. 8 computes the sequence of the prime 
numbers, where 
- SEQ computes 2,3,4,5,6, . . . 
-SIEVE keeps the first number and all consequent numbers which are multiples 
of the first one, for example, SIEVE (3,5,7,9,11,13,15, . . . ) = (5,7, 11,13,17, 
D . . ), 
-COW (ao, al, a2, l l l ; bo, bI, bz, . . . ) = (ao, bo, bl, b2, b3,. . . ). 
Infinite series . If we represent real numbers with signed digits, we can compute a serie 
like 
1+X+X2/2!+- l l +x”jn!+= 0. 
with a corresponding infinite network [13, Section 1.6.41. 
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CONC P 
0uQNlt: 2,3,5,7,11,.. 3,5,7,1 l,.. 5,7,10,.. 
Fig. 8. A network computing the prime numbers. 
Theorem 8. If c : C + S is a coding function which satisfies the assumptions (l), (2) and 
(3) of Theorem 5 and if p[l], p[2], p[3], . . . is an enumeration of machines computing 
the total functions f [ 11, f[2], . . . , f [i]: Skli3- S l l 9 approximatively, then every 
(infinite) set of equations 
~111 =fCl](sCA[l, 111, . . .p s[A!J, WlD . . 
s[i] =f[i](s[A[i, 1]], . . . , s[A[i, k[i]]]) . 
has a unique minimal solution, which can be computed with the corresponding 
(infinite) network. 
5.4. Recursive definitions 
If c : C + S is a coding function such that 
(i) TOP(c) is a To-topology, 
(ii) Ww E CVk G LENGTH(w) (INITSEGM(w, k) E C), 
(iii) for every increasing sequence w[l] c w[2] c l l l with w[i] E C also 
lim- I+Q) w[i]E C, 
then functions can be defined by recursion schemas in an unique way and computed 
with networks of parallel processes (in analogy to Theorem 6 and 7). Figs. 9,10 and 
11 show three examples. 
input: w 
c!l 
M f
output 
Fig. 9. Computation of F(w) = f( w, F(w)), where the machine Mf computes fi 
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output ._ 
Fig. 10. An infinite network computing F(w) = f( w, F(w)) [ =f( w, f( w, f(w, . . . )>>I* 
output 
Fig. 11. Aninfinite networkcomputingF(w) = g(w, F(f(w))=[g(w, g(f(w), g(f(f(w)), . . . )>)I, whereM/ 
computes f and MB computes g. 
. 
6, Proofs 
In this section we give the proofs of the main theorems of the previous sections. For 
the formulation of the theorems, the definitions and notational conventions we refer 
the reader to the previous sections (hint: make a copy of Section 6). 
Some proofs of simple conclusions (like Conclusion 1) are omitted, they can be 
found in [13]. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (The continuity theorem (for k - 1)). Suppose that U E TOP(c) 
is some open set. We have to prove that f-‘( U) is open too. According to Definition 4 
we need to show that 
VJW’E C (INITSEGM(w, h)c ~‘+c(w’)E~-l(U))). 
Thus, suppose that w E C and c(w) E f-‘( U). 
For a computation sequence s of f with input w = limi,, INP(s, 1, j) the output 
w2 = lim j_*a OUT(s, j) is, by assumption, a code of an element of U. 
Since i/ is open, there exist n 6 LENGTH( w2) such that VW’ E 
C(INITSEGM(w2, n)s w’+c(w’)E V) (*). 
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We now take a number n’~ N with OUT@, n’) 2 INITSEGM(w2. n) and dt$int; 
LENGTH(INPl(s1, n’)) + 1 
h:= 
I 
LENGTH(INPl(s 1, n ‘) j
if LENGTH(w) 
) LENGTH(INPl(s1, n’)) 
if LENGTH(w) 
= LENGTH(INPl(s1, n’)) 
For arbitrary w’ 2 INITSEGM(w, h) we can find a computation sequence s’ with 
lim i+oo INP(s’, 1, i) = w’ and OUT(s, n’) = OUT(s’, n’) (application of Property 1). 
Since INITSEGM( ~2, n) E OUT(s’, n ‘) c limj+ao OUT(s’, i), the limit 
lim j+a OUT(s’, i) is a code of an object in U whenever w’ E C (application of (*)). 
Therefore 
VW’E C(INITSEGM(w, h)s w’+f(c(w’))~ u) 
Proof of Corollary 1. Since the decision procedure is continuous (application of 
Theorem 1) the set 
{(s, s): s E S} is open ( E TOP(c, 2)). 
For every w E C there exist k 6 LENGTH(w) such that 
VW’E C(INITSEGM(w, k)c w’+ c(w’) = c(w)) 
and therefore {c(w)} is open for every w E C. 
Moreover, for every w E C the value of c is determined from a finite initial segment 
INITSEGM(w, k). Therefore the cardinality of S is at most NO. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let f: S” + S be a total continuous function with respect o 
TOP(c, k) and TOP(c). 
By Definition 7 we need to show that whenever (~[l], . . . , s[k])~ 
ml, l l ’ 9 s’[k]) then V’u E TOP(c)(f(s[l], . . . ; s[k]) E U+f(s’[l], . . . , s’[k]) E U). 
Thus, suppose that f(s[l], . . . , s [k]) E U and U E TOP(c). Since f is continuous 
WI , . . . , s[k]) ~f-‘( U) E TOP(c, k). Since (s[l], . . . , s[k]) s (s’[l], . . . , s’[k]), also 
(s”[l], . . . , s’[k]) E f-‘(u). 
Therefore f(s’[ 11, . . . , s’[k]) E LL 
Proof of Theorem 3 (Fixpoint-theorem). From R[p2] (w 1, w2) and Property 4 
forlows R[pl] (wl, w2, ~2). Since p”1 computes f and wl, w2~C: f(c(til), 
c(w2)) = c(w2). Therefore c(w2) is a fixpoint of hs l f(c(wl), s). 
To show that c( w 2) is the least fixpoint, we argue as follows: 
Suppose that s is an arbitrary fixpoint: s =f(c(w l), s). 
We shall prove 
(A) tll’~N(@LENGTH(w2)+3w3& (INITSEG~~(W~,~)~~~~~~~~~=~~~ 
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From this it follows (see below) that 
(B) VU E TOP(c)(c( w2) E U + s e V) and therefore c( w 2) 6 s. (application of 
Definition 6). 
Inductive proof of (A). (i) j = 0, easy. 
(ii)Supposej~LENGTH(w2)~3w3~C(INITSEGM(w2,j)~w3nc(w3)=s). 
Case 1: j + 1 > LENGTH( w 2), trivial. 
Case 2: j+lsLENGTH(w2). From R[p2] (wl, w2) follows, that there exist a 
computation sequen,ce s2 for p2 with wl = limi+a INP(s2, j) and w2 = 
lim jeap CKJT(s2, j). Since OUT(s2,O) = EMPTY there exist n with OUT(s2, n) c 
INITSEGM(w2, j) E INITSEGM( w2, j + 1 j c OUT(s2, n + 1). 
By induction hypothesis we can extend INITSEGM(w2, j) to a code w3 with 
c(w3) = s. 
For the machine pl and the inputs w 1 and OUT(s2, n) there exist (by Property 4 
and Definition 1) a computation sequence sl with limi+a OUT(s 1, j) 2 
OUT(s2, n + 1). 
After having printed OUT(s2, n + 1) the computation sl may be modified by 
extending the second input to the code w 3 of s, such that for the new computation s1’ 
the following holds: 
OUT(s2, n) c lim INP(sl’, 2, j) = w3 and 
j+a0 
OUT(s2, n + 1) c lim OUT(sl’, j) 
j+m 
(application of Property 1). 
Since c( w3) = s also c(limj,, OUT(s1, j)) = s. 
For ~3’ := lim+,oo OUT(sl’, j) holds therefore 
INITSEGM(w2, j+l)c w3’ and c(w3’)=s. 
Proof of(B) from (A). Suppose that U E TOP(c) and c(w2) E U. By Definition 4 there 
exist h s LENGTH{ w 2) with 
WW’E C(INITSEGM(w2, h)c w’+c(w’)E U). 
From (A) it follows that there exists w 3 E C with INITSEGM( w 2, h) E ~‘3 and 
c(w3) = s. 
Therefore c ( w 3) = s E U. 
. Proof of Theorem 4. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 3 and 
Definition 7. 
Proof of Theorem 5. If we show that for any w 1 E C. 
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(A) R[p2] (wl, w2)+ w2~C 
the theorem follows from Theorem 3. 
In order to prove (A), we show 
(B) Vi E N (i s LENGTH( w 2) + INITSEGM( w 2, i) E C) and apply assumption 
(3). 
Inductive proof of (B). (i) i = 0, the empty sequence must be in C by assumption (2). 
(ii) Suppose i G LENGTH( w2) + INITSEGM( w 2, i) E C. 
Case 1. i + 1 > LENGTH( w 2), trivial. 
Case 2. i + 1 s LENGTH(w 2). There exists a computation sequence s2 for p2 such 
that w 1 = lim jam INP(s2,1, j) and w 2 = limj,,&UT(s2, j). 
Since OUT(s2,O) = EMPTY there exists n E N with OUT(s2, n) G 
INITSEGM(w2, i) c INITSEGM(w2, i + 1) E OUT(s2, n + 1). 
By Property 4 there exists w3 with RLpl] (wl, OUT(s2, n), w3) and OUT(s2, 
n+l)rw3. 
By induction hypothesis INITSEGM( w2, i) E C and (applying assumption (2)) 
therefore OUT(s2, n) E C. 
Since f is total, also ~73 E C 
Since INITSEGM(w2, i + 1) E w3 also INITSEGM (~2, i + 1) E C. 
Proof of Theorem 7. From R[p](w[l], w[2]), Property 5(a) and (b) it follows that 
s =c(w[2]) and that there exist w[3], w[4], w[S], . . . such that s, c(w[3]), 
c(w[4lL CMm l l l are sets with the properties (l)-(4). 
Suppose that s’, s’[3], s’[4], . . . are arbitrary sets with the properties (l)-(4). 
Evidently 
s’[3] = s[3] = (2 l x:x EC(W[l])} 
s’[2i+l]=s[2i+l]={29x:x~s[2~-1]} for2Gi. 
In order to prove s c_ s’ we show 
(A) V~EN(~~LENGTH(W[~])+~W(INITSEGM(W[~],~)~ wAC(W)CS’). 
Proof of (A). Suppose that j s LENGTH( w [2]). 
Since R[ p]( w[ 11, w[2]) (application of Property 5 (c)) there exist n E N, 
w’[2], w’[4], . . . with 
R[MJ(w’[2n + 11, EMPTY, w’[2n +2]) 
and 
R[M,](w’[2k - l], w’[2k +2], w’[2k]) for 1s k < n -+ 1 
and INITSEGM (w [2], j) c_ w’[2]. 
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Since c(EMPTY) 5 s’[2n +4] also c(w’[2n + 21) = s[2n + 1] u c(EMPTY) G 
s[2n -i- I] v s’[2n + 43 = s’[2n + 2j. 
Using the same argument, we deduce 
c(w’[2nj) G s’[2n] 
. 
. 
. 
c( w’[2]) c s’. 
Collecting, we get: 
INITSEGM( w [2], j) c w’[2] and c(w’[~])Es’. 
Proof of Theorem 8 (sketch). We claim that the code w[i] of the solution s[i] is just 
the output of p[i] in the network of Fig. 12. 
The proof that w[j] E C is similar to the proof in Theorem 5 and uses assumptions 
(2) and (3) and that fll],fc2], . . . are total. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3 we can prove that c( w[l]), c( w[2]), . . . is a 
minimal solution. 
Since TOP(c) is a &topology the solution is unique. 
. 1 wtil 
I 
I 
Fig. 12. Sofving the set of equations s[i] =f[i](s[A[i, 1 J], . . . , s[A[i, k[i]]]), i = 1,2,3,. . . Hrhere p[i] 
computes f[ i]. 
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